DOGLOGIC BOARD / TRAINING RATES –OCTOBER 2012
BASIC TRAINING PACKAGE.
Drop off and pick up can be arranged Monday – Saturday from 8.30a.m. – 6.00 p.m.
There can be no drop off or pick up on Sundays.*
Basic manners board / training rates
If you are looking for a place to board your dogs while on vacation, why not go one step further and let us
board and train your dogs while you are away.
Not just your typical boarding facility, all dogs that stay with us at DogLogic will receive a minimum of two
walks per day, in addition to their morning wake up and evening / bedtime exercise break.
These will be with one of our qualified trainers in our extensive fenced exercise areas.
The duration of your stay is the only limiting factor in the number of behaviors we can help you with.
In addition to the individual training, love and care your pet will receive with us on his vacation, he will be
accommodated in one of only four luxury kennels. Living in his climate controlled home away from home,
he will have access to his own television and secluded outdoor run, all designed to help him feel more at
ease.
We will work with a maximum of three dogs per kennel. The dogs must currently live together with no
aggression issues.
If you so wish, we will provide up to three training sessions per day at a rate of $20 per session.
During these training sessions we will work on behaviors such as
 Sit
 Down
 Stay
 Come when called
Daily Boarding Rates (boarding and walks only – no training)
DogLogic charges per day or parts thereof, inclusive of drop off and pick up days.
There can be no drop off or pick up on Sundays unless specifically arranged on a per case basis. If
drop off or pick up is arranged for a Sunday, there will be an additional fee, equal to one extra day’s
kenneling fee per pick up and / or drop off.

$30 – 1st dog in a suite
$15 - second dog in the same suite
$15 - third dog in the same suite
Training Rates
Additional training sessions may be purchased up to a maximum of three sessions per day at a rate of $20
per session.

ADVANCED MANNERS TRAINING
The behaviors that frustrate you most about your pet have become habits that have formed over a long
period of time. Research says that it takes at least 21 days to change a habit. If you would prefer that we put
in the initial effort to change a particularly challenging behavior, we recommend a stay of at least three to
four weeks with at least two training sessions per day for you to see optimum results. A minimum of two
weeks training will set you on the path to changing undesirable behaviors.
All training success will be dependent on the way you continue to work with your dog at home
following his / her training. We will provide a demonstration of your dog’s new skills and a free one hour
lesson ($80 value) at the end of your dog’s stay.
The following behaviors will be worked on for the duration of your pet’s stay.











Polite door behavior
Come when called
Stay
Sit to greet
Sit
Down
Go to a mat
Stay on a mat
Not jumping up
Walking on leash

We will be happy to place more emphasis on one or other of these areas or a behavior of your choice if you
prefer.
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
Various other behavioral issues such as those listed below may be best worked on through regular one to
one sessions with you and a trainer. These can be carried out here on-site at a cost of $80 per hour, or offsite in your home, within a 15 mile radius of DogLogic, at a cost of $100 per hour (plus travel expenses @
current government mileage charges).
Home visits conducted more than 15 miles from DogLogic will incur additional charges to include travel
time @ $5 per hour.
The number of sessions needed to help you with these issues will vary depending on the severity of the
problem. We can negotiate discounts of up to 10% for packages of 4 or more sessions booked and paid for
in advance.
Please contact Karen Mielke (502-727-2416) or Karen@doglogictraining.com if you are interested in any of
the following: Dog to dog aggression
 Reactivity
 Separation Anxiety
 Chasing

